
 
 

 
 
Guide to the Siena Palio Horse Race 
 
Why Siena? 
The historic Palio horse race is what puts Siena Palio breaks on the map! Twice a year everyone flocks to 
Siena to see the horses race three times around the ring, for one to be crowned as the winner. This takes 
place on the 2 July and 16 August which are set dates that never change.  
 
What is the Palio? 
For over 600 years the Sienese have split the town into various contradas. Each contrada is a district, like 
a football team. The districts compete in the twice yearly horse race. The contradas include The Dragon, 
The Wolf, The Forest and many others. Each contrada has its own church and museum, which as well as 
being used for prayer, also houses past winning glories and race attire.  
 
The Palio Trials which take place the day before the main race is when decisions are made with regard to 
which contradas, horses and jockeys race. Judges then match jockeys and horses. We include an 
opportunity to see the Trials from either the rooftop terrace, or upgrade to one of our nearer positions 
for viewing the action up close. That evening you get to enjoy a good luck open-air contrada dinner. 
 
On the day of the Palio, after the parade, the horses race three times around the track, before the winner 
claims the prize of having the Palio banner displayed in their district. The one rule of the Palio? Only that 
you cannot grab another horse’s bridle, otherwise, anything goes!  
 

 
 
 



Things to think about when choosing your viewing position 
Viewing positions are vitally important for seeing everything that takes place on this historical event. We 
have exclusive access to grandstand, balcony and window positions, which all afford different views of 
the track. If you want to see the start and finish of the race, you need to be as close to the Mossa as you 
can be. As this is also the highest point of the campo, it means a good view of the whole campo. 
 
Some of these viewing positions come with shade, which is our recommendation as the mid afternoon 
sun can easily reach into the 30c. Many of our balcony and window options also come with direct access 
to refreshments and loos. However, it is important to remember Siena is a very old town and so the 
balcony and window positions do not come with lifts or specially designed wide seating. It is all about 
authentic viewing rather than luxury.  
 
The main differences between the positions: 
 

• Grandstand – these are very near to the track and the preferred chosen option by the locals, 
who want to be close to the action. 

 
• Balcony – fantastic for being higher up and with more shade, these are perfect for those wanting 

to see the race, whilst having direct access to some refreshments and bathroom facilities. 
 

• Window – perfect for that private experience as you have exclusive access to an apartment 
window all to yourselves, as well as access to refreshments and loos. 
 

 
 
Why us? 
As well as offering a whole range of viewing positions, we provide full immersion in all things Palio, in our 
4 day break. The Palio is so much more than just one race. Using local guides affords you full, in depth 
understanding of this historical event. As well as the Trials, good luck outdoor dinner and the race itself, 
you get to witness the parades, see inside a contrada church, a horse blessing, and so much more.   
 
Moreover, our trips include private airport transfers so you can sit back and relax en route. The hotels we 
use are all within the city walls, so a 5-10mins walk and you are standing in the campo, (where the Palio 
race takes place).  
 
Siena is well situated for extending your trip to include the Verona opera, heading south for Rome and 
Sorrento, or maybe just exploring the nearby region. Alternatively, if you are already in the Tuscany area, 
we can tailor make your trip for ground only services and change your private transfers to car hire, 
thereby giving you complete flexibility to plan the rest of your holiday, how you intend. 
 
To see all our Siena Palio Packages, click here - /italian-short-breaks.co.uk/italian-short-
breaks/destinations/siena-palio-race/  
 
Our Top Tip? 
Deciding where to sit is very much an individual decision, but we generally find if you want to truly 
immerse yourself in all things Palio, being in with the locals is the key, in which case you should opt for 
the grandstand. This way you are close to the track and if sitting by the Mossa, (start and end of the race) 
you can see the whole track. If however, you want to be around others, but with direct access to the 
bathroom, the balconies are perfect, but they do get very busy. For those wanting to celebrate a special 
occasion in an exclusive position, the windows are hard to beat. Please note however, the buildings are 
very old and the windows can tend to be smaller in size than their more recent counterparts.  
 

https://italian-short-breaks.co.uk/italian-short-breaks/destinations/siena-palio-race/
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Click here for more information on our Siena Palio Break - /italian-short-breaks/festivals-and-
events/siena-palio/horse-race/ 
 

As well as the campo which is the main hub in Siena due to this race, Siena also has an impressive Duomo 
only a few steps away, along with pretty streets.  
 

For those wanting to travel a bit further, why not hire a car, so you are free to drive to San Gimignano, 
amongst other scenic towns either when you arrive or depart.  
 

 
 
 

Why we love Hotel Athena & Palazzo Ravizza 
Siena is only a small town, however, to get good hotels within the city walls with their own parking, can 
be problematic. Located close to each other just within the city walls are our favourite options; Hotel 
Athena and Palazzo Ravizza. Hotel Athena has stunning views over the countryside and their own 
restaurant, whereas Palazzo Ravizza is a beautiful, quirky, renovated palace. With both located only 
around a 10 minute walk to the campo,  you can find your way around in no time! Being so well situated 
means you are able to wander and explore in your free time. 
 

 
 

Weather 
The temperature during the Palio horse race can easily exceed the late 20’s and into the mid 30c, so 
please make sure you are hydrated at all times with a good suntan lotion and have a hat to shield yourself 
from the sun’s rays. It is worth taking this into account when choosing your viewing position, as some can 
be in direct sunlight. We have a comprehensive list with photos detailing sun positions and amenities 
with each option.  
 

Travel Information 
 

UK Airports 
Departure airports:    
 

• Gatwick 
• Heathrow 
• Luton 
• Manchester 
• Stansted 

 

Flight Time 
Typically around 2hrs from London airports. 
 

Packing List 
We recommend you bringing sun screen, a hat and, depending on where you are seated, binoculars. 
Please note Siena is a very humid city, so keeping yourself hydrated is very important, fortunately this is a 
good excuse to sample some of the wonderful gelato flavours on offer! However, Tuscany can still suffer 
from the odd wet day, so it is always best to have a light summer mac with a hood in case of rain. 
 

https://italianshort.wpengine.com/italian-short-breaks/festivals-and-events/siena-palio/horse-race/
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Whilst Siena is generally a safe town, it is wise to be careful of your belongings, especially around the 
campo where the densest crowds are located. For this reason we recommend a cross body bag, so you 
can keep this in your sights at all times. 


